
D A Y  4  A C T I V I T I E S

M Y  R E F L E C T I O N S

___For 10 seconds each,
pretend to:
• Sit in a chair
• Ride a horse
• Walk like a bear
• Lift a truck
• Play drums
• Ask a family member to
create 2 more activities
for you to do.
______Crabby Clean Up! -
Put 5 toys on one side of
the room. Carry one toy
at a time across the room
on your belly while
walking like a crab
forward and backward.
Bring the toys back to
where you started.
___Ask a family member
to play parachute. Put
small, soft objects such
as socks or tissues on a
bed sheet or large towel
and lift up and down to
shake the objects off.
Repeat
___Reflection: How did your legs, arms
and lungs feel when you were finished?
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__ A C T I V I T I E SI N S T R U C T I O N S

 Work with a family
member to complete
these activities in a safe
location.
 Check off each activity
you complete on this
paper and answer the
reflection questions.
 Return this paper and
the answers to the
reflection questions to
your physical education
teacher.
 At the beginning of
each day, complete a
Mindful Minute. For 60
seconds, clear your
mind and only focus on
your breathing. If your
mind starts to wander,
bring your attention
back to your breathing.
 Complete a 10-minute
warm-up by using
exercises that you have
done in class.
 At the end of each day,
perform slow stretches
to cool down.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 
 

 

 ___Ask a family member to pick a
magic number between 15 and
20. Perform each of the locomotor
skills below that many times.  
___Walk – Point your toes straight
ahead; swing your arms; hold your
tummy in; and keep your chest
up. 
___Run – Hold your hands near
waist height; relax your shoulders,
head, and wrists. Keep your head
steady, elbows in, and arms
moving forward and back. Don’t
let your arms swing across your
body. 
___Jump - Take off from 2 feet and
land on 2 feet.
___Hop - Take off from 1 foot and
land land on the same foot. 
Switch after a few hops.
___Practice each locomotor skill
by counting to 30.  Try to do each
movement faster while counting
to 30. Then try to do each
movement slowly while counting
to 30.
___Frog Jumps - Squat down like
a frog with your hands touching
the floor between your legs. Jump
straight up and come down to the
starting position, repeat this 10
times.  
____Play a song and practice
walking, running, jumping, and
hopping.
 

 

A C T I V I T I E S

_____Practice each locomotor skill
below by counting to 20.
___Gallop - Lead with your left foot
forward and “step-together-step.
Switch and lead with your right
foot.
___Skip - Step forward with your
right foot and hop on that foot. 
Next, step forward with your left
foot and hop on it.  Keep
switching feet (step-hop on your
right, step-hop on your left).
___Side-slide - Stand with feet
together. Move your right foot out
to your side and bring your left
foot next to it so you are moving
sideways (step-together-step).
Repeat. Then go back the same
way by moving your left foot out
to your side and bringing your
right foot next to it. Repeat. 
___Leap - Take a long step and
hop like you are pretending to get
over a big puddle.  Take off on one
foot and land on the other foot. 
___ Try to do each movement
faster and slower while counting
to 20.
___ Slide to your left for 10 steps,
slide to right for 10 steps then face
forward and sprint for 10 seconds. 
___Choose a locomotor skill and
ask a family member to tell you
what direction to move every 10
seconds. Repeat with a different 
 locomotor skill and direction 4
times.
 
 
 

___Walk forward 10 steps, then
turn right (clockwise). Walk back
to where you started. Repeat
again while walking backward. 
___Walk forward 10 steps, then
turn left (counterclockwise).
Walk back to where you started.
Repeat again while walking
backward. 
____Side-slide to the right 10
times and then slide back to the
left 10 times.  Repeat these while
going faster and slower.
___Gallop with your right foot in
front 10 times and then gallop
with the left foot forward 10
times.  Repeat these while going
faster and slower.
___Jumping Beans - Be creative
and see how many different
ways you can pretend to jump
rope. Then teach a family
member all.
___Line Jumps - Find a line on
the ground and jump over the
line from side to side 10 times.
Rest 10 seconds and repeat 4
times.

____Work with a family member
to find 4 soft objects like stuffed
animals and pillows. Put the
objects on the floor in a 10 foot
square and walk around them. 
___ Jog around the square for 30
seconds forward and 30 seconds
backward. 
____Gallop with your right foot
forward around the square 10
times; then gallop with your left
foot forward 10 times.. 
____Leap over the pillows with
your right foot forward 5 times
and with your left foot forward 5
times.
____Use a sock to make a ball.
Toss the sock ball in the air and:
__Clap 1 time before it hits the
floor.
__Clap 1 time and try to catch it.
___Clap as many times as you can
before it hits the floor. 
__ Clap as many times as you can
and try to catch it. 
Repeat the activities above and:
__ Toss and catch with right hand
only 
__ Toss and catch with left hand
only 
__ Toss and turn 360 degrees
before the sock ball hits the floor. 
___Put the sock ball on the top of
your right foot. Flip it into the air
and try to catch it. Repeat with
your left foot.
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____Work with a family member
to find 4 soft objects like stuffed
animals and pillows. Put the
objects on the floor in a 10 foot
square and take turns walking
around the square for 60
seconds. 
___Play your favorite song and
dance around your square.
___Jog around your square for
30 seconds.  Rest and repeat 4
times. 
___Balance a pillow for 30
seconds each on six different
body parts.
___Balance the pillow on your
head and try the skills below:
__Stand  on one foot for 10
seconds; switch to the other
foot; repeat 2 times..  
__Sit down and then stand up 4
times.  If the pillow falls, try
again.
__Try to walk, skip, and hop. If
ithe pillow falls off, try again.
__Play your favorite song and
dance.  If the pillow falls off, try
again.
___Repeat while balancing the
pillow on two other body parts.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M Y  R E F L E C T I O N S

___Explain which locomotor skill was most difficult for you to perform.
___Why is important to have good balance?
___What happens to your heartbeat when you are a jumping bean?


